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This study was performed to explore and compare the dosimetric variance caused by respiratory movement
in the breast during forward-planned IMRT after breast-conserving surgery. A total of 17 enrolled patients
underwent the 3DCT simulation scans followed by 4DCT simulation scans during free breathing. The treat-
ment planning constructed using the 3DCT images was copied and applied to the end expiration (EE) and
end inspiration (EI) scans and the dose distributions were calculated separately. CTV volume variance amp-
litude was very small (11.93 ± 28.64 cm3), and the percentage change of CTV volumes receiving 50 Gy and
55 Gy between different scans were all less than 0.8%. There was no statistically significant difference
between EI and EE scans (Z = –0.26, P = 0.795). However, significant differences were found when compar-
ing the Dmean at 3DCT planning with the EI and EE planning (P = 0.010 and 0.019, respectively). The
homogeneity index at EI, EE and 3D plannings were 0.139, 0.141 and 0.127, respectively, and significant
differences existed between 3D and EI, and between 3D and EE (P = 0.001 and 0.006, respectively). The
conformal index (CI) increased significantly in 3D treatment planning (0.74 ± 0.07) compared with the EI
and EE phase plannings (P = 0.005 and 0.005, respectively). The V30, V40, V50 and Dmean of the ipsilateral
lung for EE phase planning were significantly lower than for EI (P = 0.001–0.042). There were no signifi-
cant differences in all the DVH parameters for the heart among these plannings (P = 0.128–0.866). The
breast deformation during respiration can be disregarded in whole breast IMRT. 3D treatment planning is
sufficient for whole breast forward-planned IMRT on the basis of our DVH analysis, but 4D treatment plan-
ning, breath-hold, or respiratory gate may ensure precise delivery of radiation dose.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast-conserving treatment (BCT) is the standard treatment
for patients with early breast cancer, and radiotherapy is
the important component of BCT. For radiotherapy of
the breast, whole breast irradiation (WBI) is the basic mode
[1–3]. Whole breast intensity-modulated radiotherapy
(IMRT) increased the dose homogeneity to the treated
breast, meanwhile improving normal tissue-sparing [4]. In
addition, the long-term follow-up results showed that WBI
delivered by IMRT not only decreased acute radiation

dermatitis, but also decreased the late breast fibrosis, chronic
pulmonary and cardiac toxicities [5]. As the IMRT dose dis-
tributions are highly conformal to the target, the target
motions during setup and respiration may lead to a change
in the dose distributions.
With the development of the image-guided online and

offline setup verification and correction techniques, inter-
fraction setup error has been reduced significantly during
delivery of irradiation for breast cancer patients [6, 7].
However, respiration-induced motion during radiation de-
livery becomes one of the main geometrical uncertainties,
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which may affect the treatment accuracy. So the dosimetric
variances of the target resulting from the intrafraction
motion become relatively more significant.
For the measurement of respiration-induced motion in

the breast target and the chest wall, passive markers placed
on the skin (skin marker), and implanted clips placed in
the lumpectomy cavity could be considered as the surro-
gates for the breast [8–11]. Several image-guided therapy
techniques have been applied to breast radiotherapy, such
as electronic portal image devices (EPID), cone beam
computed tomography (CBCT), four-dimensional com-
puted tomography (4DCT) combined with real-time pos-
ition management system (RPM), and so on [9, 12, 13].
The respiration-induced motion amplitude of the breast
during free breathing was generally < 4 mm in all directions
[8, 9]. Chopra et al. [8] found that during normal breathing,
breast movement judged by five surface markers was 1.07,
1.94 and 1.86 mm in the mediolateral, superoinferior and
anteroposterior dimensions, respectively. Qi et al. [9] exam-
ined the respiratory motion for the target between the two
extreme phases, and the maximum centroid movement
ranged from 1.1–3.9 mm for the treated breast. The
respiration-induced motion was small, but the effect of the
dose distribution resulted from respiration-induced motion
within the breast tissue and the organ at risk (OAR) were
inconsistently reported [9, 14–17].
On the other hand, IMRT based on three-dimensional

computed tomography (3DCT) simulation is the current
main mode in most countries of the world. However, the
variability of the specified dosimetric parameters between
4DCT and 3DCT IMRT planning for WBI is unknown.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the respiratory
motion-induced change in the specified dosimetric para-
meters of the irradiated breast and OARs during free breath-
ing, in the tangential field technique with static multileaf
collimator segments (SMLC) IMRT planning, and to
compare the specified dosimetric changes between 4DCT
and 3DCT IMRT plannings.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient selection and instruction
A total of 17 breast cancer patients who were prescribed to
receive adjuvant whole breast radiotherapy (WBRT) after
breast-conserving surgery were enrolled in this study
between June 2009 and May 2011. Patients with restricted
arm movement after surgery and poor pulmonary function
were excluded. Of these 17 patients, 10 had right-sided
breast cancer, and the remaining 7 had left-sided breast
cancer. Written informed consents were obtained from all
the patients, and the study was approved by the institutional
research ethics board of the hospital.

3DCT and 4DCT data acquisition
The patients were immobilized in supine position on a
breast board using an arm support (with both arms above
the head to expose the breast adequately) and a knee
support. The 3DCT and 4DCT data sets were acquired
from the 17 patients on a 16-slice CT scanner (Philips
Brilliance Bores CT, Netherlands) during free breathing.
Three laser alignment lines were marked on the patient
before CT acquisition.
The 3DCT scan, in which 12 contiguous slices with a

thickness of 2 mm were produced per gantry rotation (1 s)
and interval (1.8 s) between rotations was acquired in se-
quential mode, and the 4DCT scan was acquired in helical
mode with the scanning pitch between 0.09 and 0.15. The
respiratory signal was recorded with the Varian real-time
position management (RPM) System (Varian Medical
Systems, Palo Alto, CA), by measuring the displacement of
the infrared markers placed on the epigastric region of the
patient’s abdomen. GE Advantage 4D software (GE
Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) sorted the reconstructed 4DCT
images into 10 respiratory phases labeled as 0–90% on the
basis of triggered signal. Phase 0% denoted the maximum
end inspiration (EI) and phase 50% denoted the maximum
end expiration (EE). The 4DCT images were reconstructed
using a thickness of 2 mm and then transferred to the
Eclipse treatment planning system (TPS) (Eclipse 8.6,
Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) for structure delin-
eation and treatment planning generation.

Treatment planning and dosimetric evaluation
The whole breast (CTV), ipsilateral lung (IPSL) and heart
were delineated on the image data sets separately from
3DCT images, EE and EI phase of 4DCT images. The de-
lineation of the CTV and OARs were done by one clinician
using the same window and level setting. The CTV was
delineated based on the visible glandular breast tissue seen
on the CT images, taking into consideration the anatomic
references, which were defined as medially at the sternal-rib
junction, inferiorly at the inframammary fold, superiorly at
the inferior edge of the medial head of the clavicle, and lat-
erally at mid-axillary line typically. The anterior margin of
the CTV was shrunk by 5 mm below the skin surface, and
the posterior margin was the junction of the breast tissue
and the pectoralis muscles. The planning target volume
(PTV) was generated using a 5-mm margin around the
CTV and shrunk by 5 mm below skin surface.
Treatment planning was established at the 3DCT images,

using the tangential field technique with static multileaf col-
limator segments (SMLC) IMRT, with two parallel
opposed tangential fields. To reduce the lung volume
within the treatment field and the volumes of hot spots in
the treatment field, 2–5 segmented fields were set up in
each direction. The prescription dose was 50 Gy in 25
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fractions (2 Gy per fraction) to the PTV using 6 MV
photon beams, which was defined as the 90% isodose line.
The criteria of the SMLC-IMRT planning was to ensure at
least 95% of the PTV volume received the prescription
dose. The segmented MLCs were manipulated to shield the
areas of PTV receiving a dose >103% of the isodose line,
and to keep the dose delivered to OARs such as the IPSL
and heart within normally accepted tolerances.
The treatment planning designing based on the 3DCT

images was copied and applied to the EI and EE phase
images with the same gantry angles, collimator angles,
primary field size, monitor units delivered per beam, and
so on.
The dose distribution was calculated separately in all the

three treatment plannings, and dose–volume histogram
(DVH) parameters for the CTV, PTV, IPSL and heart were
calculated for each treatment planning in all patients. The
CTVs were evaluated on the basis of the volumes receiving
50 Gy and 55 Gy. The parameters such as mean dose
(Dmean), homogeneity index (HI), and conformal index (CI)
were evaluated in PTV. HI was defined as

HI ¼D2 � D98

DT
;

in which D2 and D98 represent the dose covered 2% and
98% of the target volume, and DT is the prescription dose
[18]. CI is defined as

CI ¼PTVref

VPTV
� PTVref

Vref
;

where PTVref represents the volume of PTV that is covered
by prescription dose, VPTV is defined as the planning target
volume and Vref represents the volume enclosed by the pre-
scribed isodose [19, 20]. OARs were evaluated using Dmean

and the volumes receiving ≥ 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50 Gy
(V5, V10, V20, V30, V40, V50).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with the SPSS statistical
analysis software package. The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks
Test was used for each dosimetric parameter. Data were
regarded as statistically significant at P < 0.05.

RESULTS

The mean CTV volume based on EI, EE and 3DCT images
were 680.05 ± 251.55 cm3, 678.88 ± 256.28 cm3 and 668.12 ±
241.93 cm3, respectively. The mean volume of the maximum
volumetric difference among the three CTVs of these patients
was only 11.93 ± 28.64 cm3 (1.42 ± 3.79 %).
The mean percentage volume of CTV receiving 50 Gy

was 98 ± 1.15%, 98.49 ± 1.07% and 98.76 ± 0.66% for EI,

EE and 3DCT treatment planning, respectively. The per-
centage volume of CTV (mean ± SD) receiving 55 Gy in
the EI, EE and 3DCT treatment planning was 7.90 ± 4.19%,
7.83 ± 4.18%, and 7.78% ± 4.02%, respectively. For the
SMLC-IMRT technique, only a minor difference was
observed: the percentage differences in the volume of CTV
receiving 50 Gy and 55 Gy among different scans were
all < 0.8%.
The mean PTV doses were 5303.95 cGy (SD: 32.36)

and 5306.69 cGy (SD: 34.89) for the EI phase planning
and EE phase planning, respectively (Z = –0.26, P = 0.795).
However, the Dmean at 3DCT planning for PTV was
5314.12 cGy (SD: 27.97), and compared with the EI and
EE phases, significant differences were found (Z = –2.58,
–2.34; P = 0.010, 0.019). For the PTV, the variations in
CI and HI for the 17 patients were shown in Fig. 1. The HI
was 0.139 ± 0.02 for the EI phase planning and
0.141 ± 0.02 for the EE phase planning (Z = –0.02,
P = 0.981). The CI was 0.716 ± 0.07 for the EI phase
planning, and 0.712 ± 0.06 for the EE phase planning
(Z = –0.17, P = 0.287). There was no significant difference
between the EE and EI phase plannings for either CI or HI.
Significant differences did exist for the HI between the
3DCT planning (0.127 ± 0.01) and the EI and EE phase
plannings (Z = –3.34, –2.77; P = 0.001, 0.006). The CI
increased significantly more in 3DCT scan planning
(0.74 ± 0.07) compared with the EI and EE phase plannings
(Z = –2.817, –2.817; P = 0.005, 0.005).
Table 1 showed the variation of the specified dose and

volume parameters for the ipsilateral lung and heart for the
three treatment plannings. A comparison of these para-
meters for the treatment planning based on the three differ-
ent CT images is detailed in Table 2. In our observation,
during free respiration cycle, changes in the lung volume
followed respiratory patterns and the smaller lung volume
was most likely to be associated with a lower dose to
the IPSL. For the percent volume receiving a high dose
(V30, V40 and V50), significant differences were observed
between EE phase and EI phase plannings. Average lung
volume varied by up to 8.72%, which suggested that
the IPSL volume change during respiration might needed to
be considered. For the 7 left-sided breast cancer patients,
no differences in the percentage volume receiving the
specified dose and Dmean were observed between the EI,
EE and 3DCT plannings, and the heart volume varied by
only ≤ 2.68% during the whole respiration cycle.

DISCUSSION

For whole breast IMRT, the dose distribution was highly
conformal to the target in the treatment planning, therefore,
part of the target could move out of the treatment field due
to patient breathing. Volume variance of the breast treated
is one of the geometrical uncertainties affecting treatment.
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In addition, a small breathing motion may lead to a large
change in the dose distribution. There was a small difference
between the EI, EE and 3DCT scans in terms of the breast
volume, and the mean volume variation of the maximum
volumetric difference was generally within 1.42 ± 3.79%.
Previous study has suggested that the intraobserver variabil-
ity in breast target volume delineation decreases according
to a standard contouring protocol [21]. In our study, all the
delineations were performed by one radiation oncologist re-
ferring to the same detailed delineation criteria. Breast

volume did not show a significant change throughout free
respiration, which indicated that the breast deformation
during respiration could be ignored for WBI. Qi et al. [9]
reported that, for a series of 18 patients, during normal
breathing, the dosimetric impact of respiratory motion was
clinically insignificant, with the exception of internal
mammary nodes. In our investigation, although there was
no significant difference between EE and EI plannings for
the Dmean of PTV, significant differences were found
between 3DCT planning and EI, and between 3DCT and

Fig. 1. The homogeneity index (HI) and conformal index (CI) for the 17 patients in the three different
treatment plannings.

Table 1. Dosimetric and volume parameters of the ipsilateral lung and heart for each CT scan planning

V5 (%) V10 (%) V20 (%) V30 (%) V40 (%) V50 (%) Dmean cGy V cm3

IPSL

EI 31.45 ± 4.38 22.60 ± 4.55 17.97 ± 4.62 15.47 ± 4.55 12.67 ± 4.46 3.69 ± 3.02 1016.39 ± 211.35 1204.09 ± 275.45

EE 31.39 ± 4.63 22.40 ± 4.65 17.56 ± 4.73 14.98 ± 4.69 12.13 ± 4.56 3.15 ± 3.08 997.60 ± 217.72 1099.14 ± 280.12

3D 31.39 ± 4.55 22.50 ± 4.69 18.04 ± 4.47 15.30 ± 4.69 12.45 ± 4.66 3.54 ± 2.98 1010.96 ± 219.67 1178.79 ± 282.13

HT

EI 24.08 ± 7.13 17.74 ± 7.25 14.59 ± 6.22 12.42 ± 5.32 10.44 ± 5.82 4.92 ± 3.04 858.57 ± 285.89 518.37 ± 99.49

EE 25.02 ± 7.12 18.44 ± 7.19 15.16 ± 6.24 12.91 ± 5.39 10.86 ± 4.94 5.11 ± 3.22 887.74 ± 287.67 505.97 ± 99.23

3D 24.29 ± 6.57 17.82 ± 6.80 14.69 ± 6.00 12.53 ± 5.27 10.53 ± 4.87 5.03 ± 3.31 864.21 ± 276.97 504.49 ± 90.33

IPSL = ipsilateral lung, HT = heart, EI = end inspiration, EE = end expiration.
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EE phase plannings. These differences may derive from the
variations in the treatment margin, the technique adopted in
our study and the non-linear trajectories due to hysteresis
during CT datasets acquisition. For the PTV, a 5-mm
margin in all directions was added to the CTV and the
whole breast treated with SMLC-IMRT. Whereas Qi et al.
used conventional 3D planning with tangential beams for
the whole breast and boost to the lumpectomy bed PTV.
We also demonstrated statistically significant differences
between 3DCT planning and EI/EE plannings in CI and HI
for PTV. During treatment, the decrease of the target dose
homogeneity significantly increased acute skin toxicity [22].
In addition, compared with conventional radiotherapy, hypo-
fractionated whole breast irradiation (HF-WBI) which in-
creasing the prescription dose per fraction delivered has
been investigated recently [23–25]. The dose inhomogene-
ities and inconformities in irradiated volumes strongly influ-
ence radiation-induced toxicities, hence the target position
during treatment with HF-WBI has to be determined with
high precision.
Some studies have found that segmented and wedged

IMRT planning were not sensitive to breathing motion, which
suggested that 4D treatment planning was not required for
daily clinical practice in postoperative segmented or wedged
radiotherapy after breast-conserving surgery [15–17]. We

explored the different dosimetric impact of treatment planning
based on conventional 3DCT scans and the two extreme
phases of 4DCT scans. In our study, we have verified that re-
spiratory motion-induced CTV volume variance is minimal;
in addition, for the mean PTV dose, a significant difference
between the 3DCT scans and both the two extreme scans (EE
and EI) was found. This might be induced by the fact that the
conventional scans were composed of all phases of the re-
spiratory cycle collected in the fixed interval. Another pos-
sible explanation was, in spite of the good compliance and
active participation of all patients, the different scanning
methods and the target envelope variance during the respira-
tory cycle might be considered to be the significant relevant
factors. For the HI and CI, the differences between the 3DCT
planning and EI/EE phase plannings also supported our con-
clusions that during free breathing dose distributions and
target coverage during the intrafraction treatment might be
affected by the scanning mode of the simulation CT and the
choice of the treatment planning CT. There were significant
differences in statistics for some of the PTV parameters
between 3DCT and EI, and between 3DCT and EE, but the
small absolute differences indicated that the conventional 3D
treatment planning using the tangential field technique with
SMLC was sufficient for daily radiotherapy, but could de-
crease the precision of IMRT.

Table 2. Dose and volume evaluation of the ipsilateral lung and heart for three different plannings

Parameters EI-EE EI-3D EE-3D

mean Z P value mean Z P value mean Z P value

IPSL

V5 (%) –0.04 ± 0.90 −0.81 0.421 −0.07 ± 1.21 –1.42 0.887 0.11 ± 1.24 –0.26 0.795

V10 (%) 0.20 ± 0.75 0.639 0.523 0.11 ± 1.14 –1.87 0.061 –0.09 ± 1.26 –0.24 0.813

V20 (%) 0.41 ± 0.69 –1.87 0.061 –0.07 ± 0.89 –0.24 0.813 –0.48 ± 0.95 –1.87 0.061

V30 (%) 0.49 ± 0.66 –2.53 0.011 0.17 ± 1.03 0.54 0.586 –0.32 ± 1.11 –1.54 0.124

V40 (%) 0.54 ± 0.67 –2.72 0.006 0.22 ± 0.94 –1.32 0.187 –0.32 ± 1.05 –1.35 0.177

V50 (%) 0.54 ± 0.48 –3.36 0.001 0.15 ± 0.49 –0.19 0.052 –0.39 ± 0.55 –2.49 0.013

Dmean (cGy) –18.78 ± 32.50 –1.87 0.042 5.43 ± 49.90 –0.142 0.887 –13.35 ± 54.27 1.30 0.193

V (cm3) 104.95 ± 95.64 4.53 0.000 25.29 ± 107.35 0.97 0.346 –79.65 ± 50.24 –6.54 0.000

HT

V5 (%) –1.04 ± 1.38 –1.52 0.128 –0.21 ± 0.96 1 0.612 0.82 ± 1.09 1.52 0.128

V10 (%) –0.70 ± 1.18 –1.18 0.237 –0.07 ± 0.88 –0.17 0.866 0.63 ± 1.11 –1.52 0.128

V20 (%) –0.57 ± 1.03 –1.18 0.237 –0.10 ± 0.73 –0.34 0.735 0.46 ± 0.99 –1.52 0.128

V30 (%) –0.50 ± 0.94 –1.18 0.237 –0.11 ± 0.67 –0.34 0.735 0.39 ± 0.92 –1.35 0.176

V40 (%) –0.42 ± 0.83 –1.18 0.237 –0.09 ± 0.66 –0.42 0.672 0.33 ± 0.88 –1.35 0.176

V50 (%) –0.19 ± 0.60 –1.01 0.672 –0.11 ± 0.58 –0.42 0.672 –0.08 ± 0.62 –0.34 0.735

Dmean (cGy) –29.17 ± 50.00 –1.18 0.237 –5.64 ± 37.47 –0.34 0.735 23.53 ± 48.26 –1.35 0.176

V (cm3) 12.40 ± 29.07 1.23 0.302 13.89 ± 26.28 1.40 0.212 1.49 ± 13.10 0.30 0.774
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The use of IMRT for whole breast treatment can minim-
ize the volume of lung and heart being irradiated and de-
crease the acute and late radiation reaction. The volume,
V30, V40, V50 and Dmean for IPSL in EI phase were all
higher than in EE phase, which showed that although the
target movement was small during free breathing, the
thorax expansion was significant between the extreme re-
spiratory phases, and thus induced the dose variation for
the ipsilateral lung.
The respiratory motion-induced dose variations for heart

were not statistically significant, and the absolute difference
was rather small. This is, in part, due to the intrinsic
cardiac contractions. Qi et al. [9] showed the heart normal
tissue complication probability (NTCP) was < 10% for the
patients calculated, with approximately 1% of NTCP varia-
tions respiratory motion-induced. During free breathing, the
dosimetric impact of respiratory motion is clinically insig-
nificant for heart. It should be noted that these findings
may not necessarily be extrapolated to all patients due to
the minimal number of patients enrolled in this study.

CONCLUSION

Conventional 3D-treatment planning using the tangential
field technique with SMLC is sufficient for daily radiother-
apy, because 3DCT images are taken disregarding the re-
spiratory cycle during free breathing. The variance of the
ipsilateral lung volume receiving high dose irradiation and
mean lung dose (MLD) between the EE and EI phase plan-
nings showed that 4D-treatment planning with consider-
ation of breathing motion, breath-hold or respiratory gate
would achieve a high-precision treatment delivery, especial-
ly for the patients with an irregular breathing pattern.
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